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Human beings are members of a whole,
In creation of one essence and soul.
If one member is afflicted with pain,
Other members uneasy will remain.
If you've no sympathy for human pain,
The name of human you cannot retain!

Sa'adi (Iranian poet)

This poem from the 12th century became a motto and
decorates the gate of the United Nations building entrance

Dare to be Wise
"Sapere Aude"

Immanuel Kant 1784

سین اذم! اعضاى یکی گرند
که در افزایش زیک گوهرند
چه عضوی به جهاد امیر و ویژه
دگر عضوها را نماند قرار
توکت مختل نیگران بی فسی
تشاده که نامت نهند ادامی